Cholesterol binding, efflux, and a PDZ-interacting domain of scavenger receptor–BI mediate HDL-initiated signaling
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The binding of HDL to scavenger receptor–BI (SR-BI) mediates cholesterol movement. HDL also induces multiple cellular signals, which in endothelium occur through SR-BI and converge to activate eNOS. To determine the molecular basis of a signaling event induced by HDL, we examined the proximal mechanisms in HDL activation of eNOS. In endothelial cells, HDL and methyl-β-cyclodextrin caused comparable eNOS activation, whereas cholesterol-loaded methyl-β-cyclodextrin had no effect. Phosphatidylincholine-loaded HDL caused greater stimulation than native HDL, and blocking antibody against SR-BI, which prevents cholesterol efflux, prevented eNOS activation. In a reconstitution model in COS-M6 cells, wild-type SR-BI-mediated eNOS activation by both HDL and small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), whereas the SR-BI mutant AV1, which is incapable of efflux to SUV, transmitted signal by only HDL. In addition, eNOS activation by methyl-β-cyclodextrin was SR-BI dependent. Studies of mutant and chimeric class B scavenger receptors revealed that the C-terminal cytoplasmic PDZ-interacting domain and the C-terminal transmembrane domains of SR-BI are both necessary for HDL signaling. Furthermore, we demonstrated direct binding of cholesterol to the C-terminal transmembrane domain using a photoactivated derivative of cholesterol. Thus, HDL signaling requires cholesterol binding and efflux and C-terminal domains of SR-BI, and SR-BI serves as a cholesterol sensor on the plasma membrane.

Introduction
Circulating levels of HDL are inversely related to the incidence of atherosclerosis, and clinical trials with agents that increase HDL show that elevations in the lipoprotein level decrease cardiovascular disease risk (1, 2). Thus, HDL is not merely a marker but a potent mediator of cardiovascular health. The HDL particle consists of a shell of apolipoproteins (mainly apolipoproteins apoA-I and apoA-II), phospholipids, and cholesterol surrounding a lipid core of triglycerides and cholesteryl esters. Atheroprotection by HDL is in part due to the action of HDL in delivering extrahepatic cholesterol to the liver for excretion into bile in a process known as reverse cholesterol transport. Reverse cholesterol transport involves the binding of HDL to hepatic scavenger receptor–BI (SR-BI), an 82-kDa cell surface glycoprotein. SR-BI is also expressed at high levels in the adrenal glands and gonads, where it participates in regulating steroid hormone synthesis (3, 4).
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SR-BI was first identified by its sequence homology to the class B scavenger receptor CD36 (5, 6). CD36 and SR-BI share approximately 30% amino acid sequence homology, and the predicted secondary structures are nearly identical, with each protein comprising 2 transmembrane and 2 cytoplasmic domains and a large extracellular domain. SR-BI plays a key role in HDL metabolism by facilitating cholesteryl ester transport from HDL to cells in a process termed selective uptake. SR-BI also stimulates the bidirectional flux of free cholesterol between cells and lipoproteins. In addition, SR-BI mediates the increase in cellular cholesterol mass and alters cholesterol distribution in plasma membrane domains, as judged by the enhanced sensitivity of membrane cholesterol to extracellular cholesterol oxidase (7, 8). Previous studies have shown that these key lipid transport functions of SR-BI are dependent on the extracellular domain of the receptor (9).

Although the atheroprotection afforded by HDL and SR-BI have been previously attributed to reverse cholesterol transport, the mechanisms underlying the antiatherogenic properties of the lipoprotein are not well understood (10). Recent studies indicate that in addition to its capacity to mediate cellular and global cholesterol metabolism, HDL initiates signaling in a variety of cell types relevant to atherogenesis, including endothelium, vascular smooth muscle, monocytes, and platelets (11, 12). These signaling events include the activation of PKC, phosphatidylinositols- and phosphatidylincholine-specific (PC-specific) phospholipases C and D, MAPK, tyrosine kinase, heterotrimeric G proteins, and p21ras.
The purpose of the present study was to determine the molecular basis of a signaling event induced by HDL via SR-BI by investigating the proximal mechanisms in HDL activation of eNOS. Experiments were designed to delineate whether signaling requires the recognized function of HDL to cause cholesterol flux to or from cells and to delimit the structural features of SR-BI necessary for signal transduction.

**Results**

*Cholesterol flux and HDL signaling.* To examine the role of cholesterol flux in HDL-mediated eNOS stimulation, we compared the effects of methyl-β-cyclodextrin (CD) and cholesterol-loaded CD with those of native HDL in bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs). As shown in Figure 1A, 15-minute incubation with cholesterol-free CD induced eNOS activation to the same extent as incubation with HDL. Incubation with CD for 15 minutes did not displace eNOS from the plasma membrane (data not shown), which is an event that occurs if endothelial cells are treated with CD for a longer duration (15). In contrast to cholesterol-free CD, cholesterol-loaded CD did not stimulate eNOS activation, which indicates that cholesterol efflux is important for eNOS activation. We further tested the role of cholesterol efflux to HDL in this process using PC-loaded HDL (PC-HDL) (Figure 1B); the addition of PC to HDL increases efflux to the lipoprotein (16). PC-HDL at 5 μg/ml was capable of stimulating eNOS, whereas native HDL was not. At a higher concentration (20 μg/ml), native HDL and PC-HDL yielded similar stimulation. In additional experiments, cholesterol-free Lp2A-I (lipoprotein containing 2 molecules of apolipoprotein A-I) particles consisting of apoA-I and palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) caused eNOS activation in BAECs comparable to that induced by native HDL (Figure 2A); variations in POPC content yielded changes in the degree of signaling that paralleled previously demonstrated alterations in efflux capacity (Figure 2B) (17, 18); and the addition of cholesterol to Lp2A-I prevented signaling (Figure 2C). Taken together, the data indicate that particles that readily accept cellular cholesterol activate eNOS, whereas those that serve as cholesterol donors do not.

We also manipulated SR-BI to assess the role of efflux in HDL signaling. The effect of SR-BI–neutralizing antibody, which binds to the extracellular domain of SR-BI and prevents SR-BI–mediated...
cholesterol efflux (19), was tested in BAECs (Figure 3A). In cells preincubated with neutralizing antibody, HDL failed to stimulate eNOS, whereas preincubation with control IgG had no effect. In contrast, CD activation of eNOS was similar in the absence or presence of neutralizing antibody (stimulation to 204% ± 34% and 188% ± 20% of basal activity, respectively), which is consistent with CD function being independent of binding to SR-BI (20, 21).

To further establish a role for cholesterol efflux, experiments were performed with native HDL and small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) in COS-M6 cells expressing eNOS and either wild-type SR-BI or the AVI mutant of SR-BI (Figure 3B). Whereas the wild-type receptor mediates efflux to either HDL or SUV, the AVI mutant is capable of efflux to HDL but not to SUV (22). The activation of eNOS by HDL and SUVs paralleled their induction of cholesterol efflux: HDL activated eNOS via either wild-type SR-BI or the AVI mutant, and SUVs caused eNOS stimulation exclusively in cells expressing wild-type receptor.

SR-BI C-terminal cytoplasmic domain and HDL signaling. In previous work delineating how SR-BI transduces signaling by HDL to activate eNOS, the addition of an antibody against the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of the receptor inhibited eNOS activation by HDL in isolated plasma membranes (13). To further study the role of the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain, we tested the ability of SR-BII to mediate eNOS phosphorylation and enzyme activation in COS-M6 cells expressing eNOS (Figure 5). SR-BII is a splice variant of SR-BI that is identical in structure except for the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain, and SR-BII displays HDL binding and cholesterol flux similar to those of SR-BI (23). In contrast to SR-BI, SR-BII did not stimulate eNOS phosphorylation (Figure 5, top) or eNOS enzymatic activity (Figure 5, bottom). The extreme C-terminus of

Figure 4
SR-BI is required for HDL-mediated eNOS activation. (A) COS-M6 cells were transfected with eNOS cDNA and either SR-BI or CD36 cDNA. Forty-eight hours after transfection, eNOS activation was assessed by measuring [3H]-arginine to [3H]-citrulline conversion during 15-minute incubations with control buffer or HDL (50 μg/ml). *P < 0.05 versus basal; †P < 0.05 versus SR-BI. (B) COS-M6 cells were transfected with eNOS cDNA and either sham plasmid or SR-BI cDNA. Forty-eight hours after transfection, eNOS activation was assessed during 15-minute incubations with control buffer, HDL (50 μg/ml), or CD (2%). *P < 0.05 versus basal; †P < 0.05 versus sham. Values (mean ± SEM) are expressed relative to basal activity designated as 100%; n = 4.

Figure 3
Interventions that decrease SR-BI efflux capacity attenuate eNOS stimulation. (A) BAECs were preincubated with control IgG or SR-BI blocking antibody for 30 minutes, and eNOS activation was assessed during 15-minute incubations with control buffer or HDL (50 μg/ml). (B) COS-M6 cells were transfected with eNOS cDNA and either wild-type SR-BI or AVI mutant SR-BI cDNA. Forty-eight hours following transfection, eNOS activation was assessed during 15-minute incubations with control buffer, HDL (20 and 50 μg/ml), or SUVs (250 or 500 μg/ml). Values (mean ± SEM) are expressed relative to basal activity designated as 100%; n = 4. *P < 0.05 vs. basal; †P < 0.05 versus no SR-BI Ab; ‡P < 0.05 versus wild-type SR-BI.
SR-BI was recently shown to contain a PDZ-interacting domain that is essential for binding to the PDZ domain–containing protein PDZK1 (24). A mutant of the receptor lacking the last amino acid (SR-BIΔ509) was used to test the role of the PDZK1-binding domain (24). In contrast to wild-type receptor, SR-BIΔ509 did not cause eNOS phosphorylation or activation. Additional experiments indicated that eNOS localization in caveolae was not altered by SR-BI, SR-BII, or SR-BIΔ509 (data not shown).

**SR-BI C-terminal transmembrane domain and HDL signaling.** To determine whether other domains of SR-BI in addition to the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain are required for HDL signaling, we studied SR-BI and CD36 chimeras in COS-M6 cells expressing eNOS. In one chimera consisting primarily of CD36 sequence, the SR-BI C-terminal cytoplasmic domain added to the C-terminus of CD36 (CD/SRCT; Figure 6). A second chimera consisting primarily of CD36 contained both the C-terminal transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of SR-BI (CD/SRCTMT; Figure 6). As expected based on the findings reported in Figure 4A, wild-type SR-BI caused eNOS phosphorylation and activation in response to HDL, and wild-type CD36 did not (Figure 7A). While containing the SR-BI PDZ-interacting domain essential for eNOS activation (Figure 5), CD/SRCT failed to cause eNOS phosphorylation or activation, which indicates a requirement for other domains of SR-BI. Surprisingly, the addition of the C-terminal transmembrane domain to CD/SRCT in the chimera designated CD/SRCTMT yielded eNOS phosphorylation and activation comparable to those of wild-type SR-BI. The cell surface expression of both CD/SRCT and CD/SRCTMT was comparable to that of SR-BI and CD36, and their capacity to cause cholesterol efflux mimicked that of CD36 (data not shown).

Our data indicate that the C-terminal PDZ-interacting domain of SR-BI is essential for transmitting signals to activate eNOS in response to cholesterol efflux from the plasma membrane (Figure 5). Furthermore, the C-terminal transmembrane domain of SR-BI is also required for this function (Figure 7A). Based on prior work indicating that sterol sensing by HMG-CoA reductase, SREBP cleavage–activating protein (SCAP), and Niemann-Pick C1 (NPC1) entails cholesterol binding to transmembrane domains within these proteins (25–29), the hypothesis was raised that the C-terminal transmembrane domain of SR-BI binds cholesterol. The ability of full-length, wild-type SR-BI versus CD/SRCT to bind cholesterol was tested in HEK 293 cells expressing the receptors, which were labeled with the photoactivatable, crosslinkable cholesterol analog [3H]6-photocholesterol. Similar strategies were recently employed to demonstrate direct cholesterol binding to SCAP (30). Cells were UV irradiated, SR-BI or CD/SRCT was immunoprecipitated, associated photocholesterol was assessed by autoradiography (Figure 7B, top), and the abundance of immunoprecipitated receptor was deter...
transmembrane domain in signal transduction, we studied 2 additional family members, SR-BI is uniquely capable of binding cholesterol. Therefore, of the 3 class B scavenger receptor CD36 (CD36/LIICT) or LIMP-II in its native subcellular location on plasma membrane, SR-BI directed to the lysosomal membrane showed minimal binding than did CD/SRCT. LIMP-II directed to plasma membrane displayed a higher level of photocholesterol binding (Figure 8). As shown in Figure 7B, both SR-BII and SR-BIΔ509 bound photocholesterol (data not shown). Additionally, the specificity of SR-BI binding of plasma membrane cholesterol was investigated in studies comparing SR-BI, CD/SRCT, and the third member of the class B scavenger receptor family, LIMP-II. LIMP-II is a resident lysosomal membrane protein. Using either the SR-BI C-terminus, which mediates plasma membrane targeting, or the LIMP-II lysosomal targeting sequence, we directed all class B scavenger receptors to either the plasma membrane or lysosomal membrane and assessed cholesterol binding (Figure 8). As shown in Figure 7B, SR-BI immunoprecipitated from plasma membrane displayed a higher level of photocholesterol binding than did CD/SRCT. LIMP-II directed to plasma membrane by the SR-BI C-terminus (LIMP-II/SRCT) displayed minimal binding of photocholesterol. Parallelizing the findings for SR-BI on the plasma membrane, SR-BI directed to the lysosomal membrane (SR-BI/LIIC) using the LIMP-II dileucine targeting motif (31) bound photocholesterol to a greater extent than lysosomal-directed CD36 (CD36/LIIC) or LIMP-II in its native subcellular location on lysosomal membranes. Therefore, of the 3 class B scavenger receptor family members, SR-BI is uniquely capable of binding cholesterol.

To further investigate the requirement of the SR-BI C-terminal transmembrane domain in signal transduction, we studied 2 additional chimeras (Figure 6). Chimeras consisting primarily of SR-BI with CD36 extracellular domain (SR/CDECL/SR) and SR-BI with CD36 C-terminal transmembrane domain (SR/CDTM/SR) were tested for eNOS phosphorylation and enzyme activation (Figure 9A). SR/CDECL/SR binds HDL with affinity similar to that of wild-type SR-BI, but it induces cholesterol efflux at 25% the level of wild-type SR-BI and similarly to wild-type CD36 (32). Wild-type SR-BI caused eNOS phosphorylation and activation in response to HDL, C-terminally tagged CD36 did not, and SR/CDECL/SR caused both signaling events. In contrast, SR/CDTM/SR, which mediates cholesterol efflux comparably to SR-BI (data not shown), did not phosphorylate or activate eNOS.

Figure 7
SR-BI C-terminal cytoplasmic domain is not sufficient for eNOS activation, and the C-terminal transmembrane domain, which binds cholesterol, is also required. (A) COS-M6 cells were transfected with eNOS cDNA and either wild-type SR-BI, CD36, CD/SRCT, or CD/SRCRTMT cDNA. For detection of eNOS phosphorylation (top), 24 hours after transfection, the cells were starved in serum-free DMEM for another 24 hours and incubated with HDL (50 μg/ml) for 0 or 10 minutes, and cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting using anti-phospho-eNOS-specific (Ser1179-specific) antibody and anti-eNOS monoclonal antibody. For detection of eNOS activation (bottom), parallel sets of transfected cells were used, and [3H]-arginine conversion to [3H]-citrulline was measured during 15-minute incubations with control buffer or HDL (50 μg/ml). Values (mean ± SEM) are expressed as percent of HDL-stimulated activity above basal activity; n = 4. *P < 0.05 versus wild-type SR-BI. (B) HEK 293 cells were transfected and labeled with [3H]photocholesterol; receptors were immunoprecipitated with antibody to the SR-BI C-terminal tail; and the [3H]photocholesterol associated with the receptor was assessed by autoradiography (top). The abundance of immunoprecipitated receptor was assessed by Western blotting (bottom), and the relative amount of [3H]photocholesterol-bound receptor versus total receptor was calculated.

Figure 8
SR-BI binds either plasma membrane or lysosomal membrane cholesterol. HEK 293 cells were transfected with SR-BI, CD/SRCT, LIMP-II/SRCT, SR-BI/LIIC, CD36/LIIC, or LIMP-II and labeled with [3H]photocholesterol; plasma membranes or lysosomal membranes were isolated; receptors were immunoprecipitated with antibody to the SR-BI C-terminal tail or to LIMP-II; and the [3H]photocholesterol associated with the receptor was assessed by autoradiography (top). The abundance of immunoprecipitated receptor was assessed by Western blotting (bottom), and the relative amount of [3H]photocholesterol-bound receptor versus total receptor was calculated.
SR/CDECL/SR displayed significant ability to bind cholesterol, whereas SR/CDTM/SR did not, which paralleled the findings for eNOS activation (Figure 9, B and C).

**Discussion**

The basis for atheroprotection afforded by HDL and SR-BI is poorly understood. In addition to mediating reverse cholesterol transport, HDL initiates signaling in a variety of cell types relevant to atherogenesis (11–14). In the present study, we investigated the proximal events in HDL signaling to eNOS and have demonstrated that HDL-induced cholesterol efflux and multiple domains of SR-BI uniquely mediate signal transduction. Since the intravenous administration of reconstituted HDL restores endothelial function in the brachial artery of hypercholesterolemic patients (33), and intravenous HDL stimulates myocardial perfusion in vivo in wild-type but not eNOS-null mice (34), the initiating events in HDL signaling to eNOS that we have now elucidated result in improved endothelial function and increased coronary blood flow. We postulate that these mechanisms may underlie the reduction in cardiovascular disease risk afforded by HDL.

The role in signal initiation of the well-described capacity of HDL to regulate cholesterol flux was interrogated using multiple strategies. CD induced eNOS activation, and this response was prevented by cholesterol loading of cyclodextrin. The addition of PC to native HDL, which increases efflux to the lipoprotein (16), yielded an enhanced response. In addition, signaling by native HDL was abrogated by SR-BI neutralizing antibody, which prevents SR-BI-mediated cholesterol efflux (19). These 3 observations provide strong evidence of a role for efflux in eNOS activation by HDL. Furthermore, cholesterol-free Lp2A-I particles caused eNOS activation, whereas cholesterol-containing Lp2A-I did not. These findings also indicate that minor components of HDL, namely estrogen and sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), which have been previously implicated in eNOS activation (35, 36), are most likely minimally involved in this pathway. This conclusion is consistent with the observations that HDL activates eNOS in cells devoid of estrogen receptors (14) and that it stimulates myocardial perfusion in mice deficient for the S1P receptor S1P1 (34). Confirmation of the importance of cholesterol efflux was then obtained in studies of wild-type SR-BI versus the AVI mutant (22), in which the capacity of AVI to mediate efflux to HDL but not to SUVs was paralleled by an ability to signal to eNOS in response to HDL but not to SUV.

Having determined the importance of cholesterol efflux, we then compared signal initiation by SR-BI and CD36. Previous studies indicated that SR-BI mediates eNOS activation by HDL (13). In contrast to SR-BI, CD36, which has similar binding affinity to HDL but induces lower cholesterol efflux to HDL (about 25%) (32), failed to stimulate eNOS. Interestingly, SR-BI was also required for signaling in response to CD. These results suggest that in addition to binding HDL, SR-BI senses alterations in the cholesterol environment in the plasma membrane, which leads to the initiation of downstream signals.

In previous work, an SR-BI antibody directed against the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of the receptor inhibited HDL-mediated eNOS activation in isolated plasma membranes (13). To further investigate the role of the SR-BI C-terminus, we compared signal initiation by SR-BI and by the splice variant SR-BII, which has an alternative C-terminus coded by a downstream exon (23). In contrast to SR-BI, SR-BII was incapable of mediating eNOS activation. Recently the PDZ domain containing protein PDZK1 has...
been shown to interact with the SR-BI C-terminus and play a role in SR-BI cell surface expression in hepatocytes and in SR-BI–mediated selective lipid uptake (24, 37, 38). PDZK1 is a 70-kDa protein comprising 4 PDZ domains without other apparent protein–protein interacting or enzymatic motifs, and it is primarily expressed in kidney, liver, and lung (37, 39). Because of the presence of 4 PDZ domains, PDZK1 may act as a scaffold for a macromolecular complex at the plasma membrane. In recent studies, the SR-BI PDZK1-interacting domain was delineated to be the last 3 to 4 C-terminal amino acids of SR-BI (EAKL), which defines a typical class II PDZ domain interaction (24). Furthermore, SR-BI deleted of the last C-terminal leucine (SR-BIA509) failed to interact with PDZK1 in vitro (24). In the present work, we found that SR-BIA509 is incapable of mediating eNOS activation by HDL. Thus, PDZK1 or a related protein is likely to be critical to signaling by SR-BI, possibly by serving as a scaffold for the receptor in close proximity to downstream kinases such as the Src family kinases, PI3K, or MAPKs required for eNOS activation by HDL (14). Studies are now warranted to specifically assess PDZK1 involvement in endo- thelial or alternatively to identify a related endothelial protein coupling SR-BI to downstream signaling molecules.

Having determined that the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail of SR-BI is necessary for signaling by HDL, we performed experiments to assess whether this region is sufficient for mediating these processes. A chimera consisting of CD36 with the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of SR-BI added to the C-terminus (CD/SRCT; Figure 6) did not cause eNOS phosphorylation or activation, which indicates that the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain of SR-BI is not sufficient to induce HDL signaling. However, a CD36-based chimera with both the SR-BI C-terminal transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains (CD/SRCTMT; Figure 6) displayed eNOS phosphorylation and activation comparable to those of wild-type SR-BI. Thus, both the C-terminal transmembrane and PDZ-interacting domains of SR-BI are required for HDL signaling. In addition, these observations indicate that the level of cholesterol efflux induced by CD36 is sufficient to mediate HDL signaling if the appropriate SR-BI domains are present to transduce signal.

The basis for the requirement for the C-terminal transmembrane domain of SR-BI for signaling was then investigated. The functions of sterol-sensing proteins such as HMG-CoA reductase, SCAP, and NPC1 entail cholesterol binding to transmembrane domains (25–30). We therefore tested the hypothesis that SR-BI also binds membrane cholesterol using a well-characterized photoactivatable, crosslinkable cholesterol analog, photocholesterol. The binding of photocholesterol to SR-BI but not to CD/SRCT was demonstrated, and it was then determined that the C-terminal transmembrane domain of SR-BI is the protein constituent that binds cholesterol. We also found that the third class B scavenger receptor family member, LIMP-II, which is exclusively a resident lysosomal membrane protein, had negligible capacity for cholesterol binding. Furthermore, SR-BI showed greater capacity for cholesterol binding than CD/SRCT or LIMP-II when directed either to the plasma membrane or to lysosomal membranes. This observation indicates that the unique characteristics of the SR-BI C-terminal transmembrane domain, and not attributes specific to the plasma membrane, underlie SR-BI cholesterol binding.

The mechanism(s) by which the C-terminal transmembrane domain of SR-BI binds cholesterol is yet to be determined. The domain does not contain a typical consensus sequence for cholesterol binding, as exists in SCAP, HMG-CoA reductase, and NPC1, in which multiple transmembrane domains mediate the process (25–29, 40–42). SR-BI also does not share similar secondary or tertiary structure with these proteins. In addition, the newly discovered cholesterol-binding domain of SR-BI lacks the cholesterol recognition/interaction amino acid consensus pattern found in the peripheral-type benzodiazepine receptor and within steroidogenic acute regulatory protein–related (Star-related) lipid transfer (START) domain sequences (43, 44). There are also many other cholesterol-binding proteins including synaptophysins and tetraspanins with noncategorizable cholesterol-binding motifs (45, 46). Detailed mutagenesis studies will now be required to elucidate the discrete cholesterol-binding domain of SR-BI. There is evidence that SR-BI may dimerize (47), and therefore C-terminal transmembrane domains of the receptor may act in concert to bind cholesterol.

Furthermore, the mechanistic link between cholesterol binding by the C-terminal transmembrane domain and signal transduction is currently unknown. Recent studies have shown that SCAP undergoes a conformational change upon the addition of cholesterol to endoplasmic reticulum membranes (25). Combining the 3 requirements for signaling revealed in the present work, namely cholesterol efflux, the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain, and the C-terminal transmembrane domain of SR-BI, we postulate that perturbations in cholesterol binding to SR-BI result in conformational change(s) that modify association of the receptor with PDZK1 or other proteins critical to downstream signaling. Additional studies are now warranted to test these possibilities.

In summary, the present work demonstrates that the combination of cholesterol efflux, the SR-BI C-terminal transmembrane domain that binds cholesterol, and the SR-BI C-terminal PDZ-interacting domain are necessary and sufficient for HDL-initiated signaling. These observations provide mechanistic linkage between HDL and the modification of function of endothelial cells and most likely also other cell types involved in atherogenesis. Additionally, they indicate that SR-BI serves as a cholesterol sensor on the plasma membrane. Further work in this area will enhance our fundamental understanding of HDL action and the basis for HDL-related atheroprotection in particular and cholesterol sensing mechanisms in general.

**Methods**

**Cell culture and transfection.** BAECs were prepared and propagated according to standard procedures in EGM-2 media (Bionwhittaker Inc.). Experiments were performed at passage 5–8. COS-M6 cells, which express a negligible amount of endogenous SR-BI and are devoid of eNOS, were maintained in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich) with 10% fetal calf serum (Invitrogen Corp.). HEK 293 cells were maintained as previously described (48). COS-M6 cells or HEK 293 cells were transfected with various cDNAs using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen Corp.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The transfected cells were studied 48 hours after transfection, and 70–80% transfection efficiency was typically achieved. cDNAs for wild-type eNOS, SR-BI, SR-BII, SR-BIA509, AVI mutant, and chimeras of murine SR-BI and CD36 were prepared as described previously (9, 14, 22–24, 32) (Figure 6). The amino acid delineations of the chimeras were as follows: CD/SRCT, CD36 amino acids 1–458 and SR-BI amino acids 464–509; CD/SRCTMT, CD36 amino acids 1–435 and SR-BI amino acids 436–509; CD/SCRECL/SR, CD36 amino acids 44–435 and SR-BI amino acids 1–41 and 436–509; CD/CRTM/SR, SR-BI amino acids 1–435 followed by CD36 amino acids 436–471 and SR-BI amino acids 464–509. In the SR-BI AVI mutant, adenosine/M45 monoclonal antibody epitopes (14 amino acids) were inserted into a site in the coding sequence of the SR-BI extracellular domain C-terminal to amino acid 424. CDNA for SR-BII was kindly provided by Nancy R. Webb (University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, USA). It should be noted that CD/SRCT provides full-length
CD36, which is C-terminally tagged by the addition of a coding sequence for the last 45 amino acids of SR-BI. Because of this, equal expression of different constructs could be confirmed by immunoblot analysis using antibody against the shared C-terminal domain of SR-BI (Novus Biologicals Inc.), and immunoprecipitation was feasible with the same antibody. All functions tested for native CD36 were recapitulated by CD/SRCT. We performed additional experiments using cDNA for the lysosomal integral membrane protein LIMP-II, which is highly homologous to CD36 (49), and chimeras of LIMP-II and SR-BI and of LIMP-II and CD36. The C-terminal lysosomal targeting sequence of murine LIMP-II (R456 to T478) was replaced by the last 45 amino acids of SR-BI (LIMP-II/SRCT) to direct LIMP-II to the plasma membrane. We constructed SR-BI/LIMP-II and CD36/LIMP-II chimeras by replacing the lysosomal targeting signal of LIMP-II (R459 to T478) for the last 45 amino acids of SR-BI (SR-BI/LIICRT) or for the entire C-terminus of murine CD36 (CD36/LIICRT), respectively (31, 50). All constructs were generated through PCR and confirmed by sequence analysis. Direct targeting of LIMP-II/SRCT to plasma membranes and SR-BI/LIICRT and CD36/LIICRT to lysosomal membranes was confirmed by immunofluorescence confocal microscopy.

**eNOS activation.** eNOS activation in intact primary endothelial cells or transfected COS-M6 cells was assessed by measuring [3H]-arginine (45-70 Ci/mmol, 1 mCi/ml; PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences) conversion to [3H]-citrulline during 15-minute incubations using previously reported methods (51). The agents employed to test eNOS activation included human HDL, 2% CD or cholesterol-loaded CD, PC-HDL, SUVs, and LpAIV particles consisting of recombinant apoA-I and POPC at molar ratios of either 80:1 or 40:1, with or without cholesterol added at a molar ratio of 5:1 with apoA-I. These agents were prepared as previously described (13, 16–18). Of note, Gong and colleagues reported that HDL isolated from female humans or mice has greater capacity to stimulate eNOS than does HDL from male humans or mice, which suggests a role for estradiol associated with HDL (35). However, HDL-mediated responses were apparent at lipoprotein concentrations that would provide estradiol at levels as low as 5 x 10^-16 M (35), which is 6 orders of magnitude lower than the concentration shown to activate eNOS in prior reports (52, 53), and Nofer and colleagues more recently found no difference in responses to male- versus female-derived HDL (36). Furthermore, we have demonstrated HDL activation of eNOS in a cell system devoid of estrogen receptors (14). Based on these findings, responses to male- versus female-derived HDL were not distinguished in the current experiments. All findings were confirmed in at least 3 independent studies.

**Immunoblot analyses.** Immunoblot analyses were performed using ECL reagents (Amersham Biosciences) for chemiluminescence. To assess eNOS phosphorylation at Ser1179 in response to HDL, the cells were exposed to HDL (50 μg/ml) for 0–10 minutes, whole-cell lysates were obtained, and immunoblot analysis was performed with anti–phospho-eNOS polyclonal antibody (Cell Signaling Technology) and anti-eNOS monoclonal antibody (BD Biosciences — Pharamingen). We evaluated expression levels of various SR-BI and CD36 chimeras and SR-BI mutants in whole-cell lysates using SR-BI polyclonal antibodies recognizing C-terminal or extracellular domains of the receptor (Novus Biologicals Inc.). Cell surface expression was assessed by biotinylation, immunoprecipitation with antibody against the SR-BI C-terminus, and probing with streptavidin-HRP conjugate. The expression of LIMP-II-related constructs was assessed following immunoprecipitation by immunoblot analysis with polyclonal anti–LIMP-II antibody generated in rabbit against a peptide corresponding to the last 15 amino acids of murine LIMP-II.

**Cholesterol efflux.** Cholesterol efflux was measured by methods previously described elsewhere (16). Briefly, HEK 293 cells were transfected with wild-type SR-BI or CD36 or chimeras or mutants, cells were labeled for 24 hours with 5 μci/ml [3H]-cholesterol (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences) in DMEM containing 10% calf serum, and [3H]-cholesterol efflux was measured in triplicate during 2-hour incubations with HDL (10 μg/ml). The release of radioactive cholesterol was measured by scintillation counting.

**Photocholesterol binding.** To assess the capacity of class B scavenger receptor–related constructs to bind cellular cholesterol, transfected HEK 293 cells or COS-M6 cells were incubated for 16 hours in lipid-free medium containing [3H]-photocholesterol complexed to CD or in 10% FBS, washed, and ultraviolet irradiated for 20 minutes at room temperature. The cells were lysed, immunoprecipitations were performed using an antibody against the C-terminal tail of SR-BI, and immunoprecipitates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE/fluorography and immunoblot analyses. A comparable approach was recently employed to demonstrate direct binding of cholesterol to SCAP (30). Findings for photocholesterol binding were identical in HEK 293 cells and in COS-M6 cells. Similar strategies were employed following the isolation of plasma membranes or lysosomal membranes to assess cholesterol binding to LIMP-II–related constructs.

**Statistical analysis.** Differences between groups were evaluated by 1-way ANOVA after equivalence of variances and normal distribution of data were established. For post-hoc comparisons, we used the Student-Newman-Keuls test. Values shown are mean ± SEM; n = 4. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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